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Instructions for USED OIL
FUEL TANK WARNING LABEL
Applies to: Used Oil Models RA,
RAD, RAB, and RV



IMPORTANT



Instructions for Attaching Used-Oil Storage Tank
Warning Label, P/N 121603

(Label is in the Owner's Literature Envelope for installation by the installer.)
To prevent unwanted and potentially dangerous liquids from being added to the used-oil storage tank, a warning label is provided with this new Model RA, RAD, or RV used-oil fired unit
heater or Model RAB used-oil fired boiler.

USED-OIL WARNING
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This tank is intended for the storage of fuel oil, used
motor oil, and used transmission fluid. Never pour
gasoline, solvents, parts cleaner, hydraulic oil, or any
liquid known to contain chlorinated hydrocarbons
into this tank.
P/N 121603 Rev 2
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The label MUST be affixed by the installer to the used-oil storage tank in accordance with the
following instructions:
1) Select a location for the Warning Label - The warning label must be readily visible
to the person filling the tank. (Do not select a horizontal surface where spilled oil may
accumulate.)
If fuel is poured directly into the tank, select a label location as close as possible
to the fill opening. (NOTE: If installing a Reznor Model OT-250 storage tank, the tank
should be factory-equipped with this warning label. The enclosed label may also be
affixed to the tank or may be discarded.)
If an auxiliary transfer pump or piping is used to convey oil to the tank from
another area, select a label location at the point where the fuel is first introduced to the
system.
2) Affix the Label - At the selected location, clean and dry the surface, being sure it is free
of any oil residue. Remove the backing and adhere the warning label.
3) IMPORTANT - Make sure that the owner and all persons responsible for adding fuel to
the tank are aware of the warning.
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